5. The Result:

Taralej Stage

Intended as a joint initiative of Transformer Association and the locals from Taralej club, Taralej Stage takes the advantage to be much more than temporary intervention. Hosted by Taralej club, it has become a part of Veliko Tarnovo’s cultural life and a favourite place for both citizens and tourists. After its opening in the end of July 2014 Taralej Stage has become a busy place occupied in the evenings by concerts, recitals and cinema projections, while during daytime in summer, spring and autumn it provides the visitors of Taralej club with a vital position prior to the passing and parked cars for sitting together, relaxation and feeling the specific atmosphere of the old town of Veliko Tarnovo.

Adequate and innovative, the architectural intervention fits perfectly the historical environment proving possible that contemporary design can enrich functionally and aesthetically traditional architectural areas protected by the law. Samovodska charshia is a very specific environment - one the architectural and cultural symbols of the former medieval Bulgarian capital.